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Wide-Width, Heavy Duty, Outdoor Barrier Packaging.   
Installed. 

Turnkey service for outdoor, exterior, and heavy duty packaging of machinery and equipment. 
 
 

Reduce Shipping, Labor and Material Costs With Heavy Duty VCI Shrink Films                                                           
Companies are finding it faster and more cost-effective to store equipment outdoors than put it under roof.  
Seasonal equipment, large machinery, and irregularly shaped equipment that is difficult to wrap and move 
deserves the barrier and corrosion protection of Daubert Cromwell X-O Wrap, a UV stable VCI film specifically 
for heavy duty and outdoor use.  The thick, heat-sealable, puncture-resistant, flexible shrink film conforms 
easily to odd shapes. Water won't seep inside and cause damage.  
 
X-O Wrap film provides a totally protective shell for equipment in storage and transit. It will keep the load in 
place and the metal clean, whether it is moved by truck, rail, ship or air. The thick, flexible barrier film protects 
metal against moisture, dust, and dirt while the VCI in the film proactively prevents corrosion.  In addition, 
zippers can allow customs agents to open the package for inspection and reseal it without harming the 
protected item.  
 
Choose from: 

• Premium Metal-Guard® X-O Wrap.  Corrosion inhibitors in the thick,  
• flexible shrink film keep multi-metal parts clean, dry, and rust-free.  
• Ferro-Film® X-O Wrap.   Exceptionally rugged shrink film with corrosion 

protection for ferrous metals.  
• Daubert® X-O Wrap.   General purpose shrink film keeps the load secure 

and keeps out dust, dirt, moisture, and contaminants.  

All available up to 32 ft. wide and up to 10 mils thick. 
Plus on-site installation. Complete turnkey service. 

Daubert Cromwell also has a complete selection of corrosion inhibitor liquids for use on all metals, regardless 
of duration of storage, and environmental condition. For complete information, call 800-535-3535.   
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